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THE PLAY TAKES PLACE IN 3 LOCATIONS:
   Sybil’s Cottage  
   Beauty’s Home  
   The Beast’s Castle

THE CAST

Beauty........................................... Jessy Cagle  
Amos (Beauty’s Childhood friend) ... Robert Dickey  
The Beast (Prince).......................... Logan Brown  
Sybil (the Beast’s friend) ............. Angelia Sutton  
Beauty’s Father ............................ Mike McGrane  
The Boys ...... Brandon Birge and Rory Schiffbaver  
The Girls .......... Angela Yates and Jessica DeClue  
The Beast’s Servent ....................... Cynthia Fambrough

CREW

   Director, Designer, and Technical Director:  
      Wesley L. Robertson  
Stage Manager .......................... Deborah Bicklein  
Choreographer .......................... Jane Sullivan  
Light Control Operator Sabrina Dickinson-Rodgers  
Sound Control Operator ........ Benjamin Shropshire  
Special Effects ......................... Laura Adams  
Running Crew ...................... Carmen Tweedy  
   Jacqueline Kohl  
Costume Design &  
Construction .................. Katherine Hollingsworth  
   Set Construction...Laura Adams, Deborah Bicklein,  
      Sabrina Dickinson-Rodgers,  
      Benjamin Shropshire, Carmen Tweedy,  
      Owen Lindsey and Wes Robertson  
   Ushers.............. Members of Professor Robertson’s  
      Theatre Appreciation Class  
Reservations ....................... Jennifer Greer  
Box Office ........ Jane Sullivan and Rebecca Ellison  
   Special Thanks to Matt McCready & Rick Bicklein
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